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ABSTRACT

An air-cavity high explosive charge which accelerAtes a steel pro-

jectile of mass 5.7 grams to a velocity of 4.3 km per second, or a

nickel projectile of mass 6.0 grams to 4.0 km per second, is described.

Reproducibility of projectile mass obtained with this design represents

a considerable improvement over earlier designs for these velocities.
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INTRODUCTIOh

For several years the NASA Langley Research Center has been actively

engaged in a research program to investigate the entry of cimulated

meteoroids into the upper atmosphere. The purpose of the program is to

measure the observable optical and radar properties of artificial

meteors unuer the same conditions that similar observations have been

made of natural meteors. These r.easured properties together with pre-

determined precise information on the mass, material, shape, and size of

the artificial meteoroid, permit the calculation of luminous and

ionization efficiencies for materials believed to exist in natural

meteors.

To meet the need for an artificial meteoroid, the Eallistic Research

Laboratories (BRL) undertook the development of an explosive device to

accelerate a solid projectile from the NASA Trailblazer rocket system.

The design requirements for the artificial meteoroid fall into two

categories: (1) those placed upon the projectile itself, in order to

make observations feasible and also comparable to natural meteoroids,

and (2) hose geometrical requirements dictated by the rocket delivery

system. The requirements on the projectile are that its mass should be

greater than 2 grams, to ensure sufficient luminosity for observation

at the expected entry velocity, and that its velocity should be greater

than 3.5 km per second, which, when added to the 10 km per second

supplied by the rocket itself, would place the projectile above the

threshold entry velocity for natural meteoroids. In addition, the

material should be predominately iron or nickel, and the shape should be

reasonably chunky. The rocket delivery system requires the explosive

package to have a mass less than 1.5 kg, a diameter less than 7.5 cm

and a length less than 17.3 cm.

To meet these requirements for an artificial meteoroid, BRL

developed and tested an explosive device which accelerates a 5.7 gram

steel projectile to a velocity of 4.3 km per second, and a 6.0 gram

nickel projectile to 4 km per second. In succeeding sections of this
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report the charge design is described, the procedures for measuring the

mass and velocity of the projectile are delineated, and detailed results

are presented.

CHARGE DESIGN

The explosive device developed to accelerate an artificial meteoroid
.

is a modification of the BRL air-cavity charges reported earlier. The

adopted charge design is shown in detail in Figure 1. While the variation

of design paraneters which resulted in the final design will not be

described meticulously, some elaboration of design parameter considerations

Is given below.

The charge is a right circular cylinder of 50/50 Pentolite. The

charge diameter was fixed at 7.493 cm (2.950 in.), essentially the maximum

diameter that available space permitted. While space for a charge with

a length of 17.3 cm was available, it was desirable to use a shorter

length, if consistent with the requirements on the pellet. Charge

lengths from 17.3 cm down to 12.1 cm were investigated. Over this range

in lengths, no significant variation in projectile velocity was observed;

however, some degradation of projectile integrity resulted from charges

with lengths less than that adopted: 14.681 cr (5.780 in.).

Earlier BRL air-cavity charge designs used disc-shaped pellets,

plane on both faces, with the pellet diameter t.e same as that of the

cavity into which it fitted. The cavities were right circular cylinders,

with plane bases. When those designs were used to accelerate pellets

to velocities greater than 4 km per second, from sixty to eighty percent

of the original pellet mass was lost during the acceleration process,

depending on the particular design used. The mass lost by the pellet

was principally due to irregular fracture around the periphery, but

loss also resulted from a hole thru the center of the disc, the point

Kineke, John H., Jr. and HolZoway, Lee S. Macro-Pejiet Projection

with an Air-Cavity High Explosive Charge for Impact Studies. Ballistic
Research Laboratories Report No. ]264, April 1960.
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subject to the most intense stress. Despite the s!,.aewhat unrejr.ducib,,

nature of the mass loss processes, the probable error of the final pellet

mass was of the order of two to five percent.

N'hi!e the earlier designs are satisf~ictory for impa:mt ,-xperirrunts,

it is desirable to provide smaller un-ertainty in jellet mass for

simulated meteoroid experiments. These consideration'. led to the cavity

and pellet-surround configuratiDns shown in Figure 1. The deviatiCns

from the simpler designs are aimed at improving the i"tewrity of the

pellets by lessening damage to both the edge and cente.r, thus reducing

the uncertainty in the mass of the pellet after it has been accelerated

to its final velocity. While the ranges of the cavity and pellet-

surround paramete-s which were varied in developmental experiments are

mentioned here, no detailed results will be presented.

Three modifications were made to the cavity in the charge. A

recess was introduced in the cavity to accept the pellet-surround

combination. With the dimensions of the recess and the cavity diamettr

fixed, the cylindrical wall of the cavity was varied in depth from

0.5 cm to 1.3 cm. The radius of curvature of the cavity base was also

varied, from 4 cm to 12.5 cm, after it had been determined that

satisfactory pellet integrity could not be achieved with a plane cavity

base.

To inhibit fracture around its edge the pellet was mounted in a

surround; this permitted the peli.et diameter to be less than that of

the cavity. The surround, of pol,'methyl methacrylate (Lucite) was in

the form of a truncated cone to induce radial dispersion of the surround

material after the acceleration process. With the surround angle and

outside diameter fixed, three pellet parameters were varied in order

to maximize pellet integrity. Pellet diameter was varied between 1.9

and 2.5 cm. Two thicknesses of the cylindrical portion of the disc

were used: 0.127 cn' and 0.178 cm. The outer face of the pellet, in-

stead of being plane, was made a spherical segment, the radius of

curvature of which was varied between 1.9 and 6.4 cm.
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The adopted dimensions, shown in FiPbure i, represent ccmrrrisec

pellet velocity, mass, and integrity. ir. general, iccreauc: overall

cavity depth and decreased overall pellet thickness leod to in-reuQ-J-

pellet velocity, with an attendant sacrifice of rags ;z.! integrity.°.

The chosen values of cavity base curvature, pellet curvature, and pellet

diameter represent an optimization of pellet ir-tegrity t wihin tne

investigated range of these parameters.

In all of the designs tested, the charge was ;n~tiats•d by a bser

charge of tetryl centered by means of a Lucite ri:-r with the Same outsi

diameter as the charge. The booster diameter was 2.515 cz. and thickness

2.154 cm. In one face of the booster, a centered cylinjrzcal cavity

0.714 cm diameter, 1.270 cm deep was drilled to acce.t a. electric

detonator.

VELOCITY PETEPYTIATI ON

Pellet velocity was determined by measurements of celiet Gositicn

in successive pre-timed 0.1 usec flash radicgraths roade at rcsitions

about 10 cm apart on the pellet trajectory. The experi..ental arrange-

ment for these observations is depicted in Figure 2. fadicgraphs of

steel and nickel pellets in flight are shown in Fiure 2.

MASS DETERMINATION

Terminal pellet mass, the mass after the pellet had been acceieratei

to its final velocity, was determined by recovering eilets in a composite

of low density materials. The experimental arrangement is shcw'. in

Figure 4. The validity of this procedure has been demonstrated earlier

by Kineke and Hoiloway.

11i
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RESULTS

Pertinent experimental results are tabulated in Table I. Ten

observations were made for both the recovered mass mp and velocity v.,

for each design, and from these the mean, standard deviation o, and

pet.2entage of probable error PE were calculated. The criginal pellet

mass is tabulated as m
0

TABLE I

Pellet Material Steel (1020) Nickel (A)

Pellet Dens ty 7.86 gm/cm3  •.885 gm/cmn

6.956 gm 7.906 gm

m 5.656 gm 5. 994 gmi
P

O(m ) 0.051 grn o..o48 gmn
p

PE(mp) o.61% 0.54%
p

v 4.30 km/sec 3.96 km/sec
P

O(vp) 0.09 km/sec -. 05 km/sec
p

PE(v) 1.41% 85%
p

The terminal masses of the pellets are some al arnd n percent zif

the original mass, for steel and nickel respeclively. :he degree cf

reproducibility of the mass, as indicated by the probtabIe error, is

almost an order of magnitude better than that a~hieved with earlier

designs.

After the charge accelerates the projectiles to their maximum

velocity, the projectiles in flight (Figure 3) Rre aprcximate!y

hemispheres. The diameter of the hemispheres is abo•t 75 percent of

the original diameter of the pellets. Some mass is lost, due to

fracture around the periphery. This material, in the -form of small

particles, can be seen preceding the pellet in flight, at L'-lut the
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same velocity as the pellet. Because of the small size of the particles,

none greater than 0.1 gram, they do not contribute to observed lumi-

nosity in the upper atmosphere.

CONCLUSIONS

The air-cavity high explosive charge developed by the BRL will

accelerate a steel projectile of terminal mass 5.7 grams to a 'relocity

of 4.3 km per second, or a nickel projectile of terminal mass 6,0 grams

to 4.0 km per second. While earlier charge designs featured simpler

geometry for both cavity and pellet, the more complicated design which

has been developed in this investigation is justified by the improved

integrity of the pellet and the enhanced reproducibility of mass and

velocity that have resulted.

JOHN H. KINEKE. JR. CARROLL E. WEST, JR.
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